FEATURES

VERSATILE INSTALLATION
Extendable connectors can be used with traffic cones or delineator posts to create an instant barrier.

HIGH VISIBILITY
High reflectivity ensures visibility in most weather conditions.

COMPACT STORAGE
Units are compact and easy to store between projects.

SAFETY AND VISIBILITY FOR A VARIETY OF APPLICATIONS.

Add an extra element of safety to your next work site with reflective traffic cones, delineator posts and retractable cone connectors.

Fast Fence Inc.’s reflective traffic cones, delineator posts and retractable cone connectors are easily transported and easy to set up. Just drop the cone connector ring onto the top of the cones or delineators to create an inexpensive but highly visible barrier around hazardous or controlled areas.

Fast Fence Inc. offers a wide range of traffic safety products to help increase the safety and visibility of your projects.

Scan me for more information!

61 Melford Drive
Toronto ON M1B 2G6

www.fastfence.ca

416-751-7877  1-800-824-0413